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In the 2018 Employability Skills Alignment Project Survey, more than half of 
employers who responded indicated a lack of employability skills among 
prospective employees when hiring. The North Carolina Community College 
System is committed to closing the gap between training and employer needs.

Using curriculum designed through the Employability Skills Alignment Project, 
the 58 North Carolina Community Colleges are offering employability skills training 
in the eight topics outlined in this brochure, as identified by surveyed employers.

The training is non-industry specific and recommended for current and prospective 
employees in any sector.

The employability skills training curriculum is designed to promote the development 
and improvement of employability skills needed in the workplace. Each module is 
available online. 

Prepare now to advance in your career beyond the competition. Enroll today in 
Employability Skills Training provided by your local community college. 

• Maintain a positive attitude 
• Listen to and consider others’ viewpoints
• Accept responsibility and take ownership 

for one’s decisions and actions 

• Demonstrate regular and punctual attendance 
• Follow written and verbal directions
• Meet obligations and deadlines

• Prepare written materials that are easy to understand
• Organize and communicate thoughts
• Use appropriate listening skills

COMMUNICATION

RELIABILITY AND DEPENDABILITY

Employability Skills 
Training Modules

Gain Essential Skills for Career Growth

• Synthesize, compare and interpret information
• Critically review and analyze data
• Test possible solutions

CRITICAL AND ANALYTICAL THINKING

• Identify problems
• Communicate and respond to issues
• Implement solutions

PROBLEM SOLVING AND DECISION MAKING

• Accept customs and individual preferences of others
• Exhibit flexibility and open-mindedness  
• Value diversity of approaches and ideas 

CULTURAL SENSITIVITY

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

• Interact professionally and respectfully with others 
• Develop and maintain constructive working relationships
• Proactively assist others to meet team goals

TEAM WORK

• Plan and schedule tasks to meet deadlines
• Allocate time and resources efficiently
• Prioritize various competing tasks

TIME AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Visit your local community college today for more information.


